THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE YOU SIT DOWN
WHAT MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
Start with the frame: All our frames are 100% kiln dried Australian Hardwood,
grown in Tasmania and manufactured in Melbourne to specific HSF’s Design.
Each joint is secured with dowels and corner blocks and has a 10 year guarantee; once
the frame is fully upholstered there will be no evidence of the timber beneath the
upholstery when sitting on the furniture.
Spring into action: For the seating of our furniture we use either nine-gauge hourglass steel springs which are hand tied and supported at the base of the piece by
basket-weave jute webbing. The other method we use is no-sag steel sprigs which are
tied together by a steel spear.
For the back of the chair or sofa we use no-sag springs which forms a very
comfortable back support, we also build in a lumbar support for the lower back
region. Our furniture is all customized for individual client’s needs thus enabling them
to sit comfortably with the appropriate support.
Forming the comfort factor: Once the spring system is in place, a layering effect
takes shape, this creates the comfort level of each piece of furniture. Heavy duty
hessian is laid over the springs, this is a loose woven fabric which prevents the
constriction of the spring movement and is fixed into place before a sandwich-style
process begins. Wadding is then laid over the hessian and is followed by high grade
foam and finally polyester fibre; this all takes place before the covering fabric is
considered.
Shaping & Padding: At this stage the chair or sofa is taking on a particular design
look so attention to detail is imperative, the layering effect starts again and will give
the back and arm definition and character.
Seat Options: We offer various seat options from 100% Goose Down to the best
quality foam. Whichever choice you make comfort and quality for our customers is
our number one concern at Highly Sprung Furniture.

